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By LAUREN HUNT
The Breeze
This Saturday, Three Brothers 
Brewing on North Main Street will 
be transformed from a beer brew-
ery into a music festival venue for 
Shenandoah SpringFest. There will 
be arts and crafts, games, beer and, 
of course, music.
The event’s beginnings started with 
a group project for a music industry 
class. Megan Bush, a junior geograph-
ic science major, Tyler Obenshain, 
a junior health services adminis-
tration major, Marc Rasmussen, a 
senior marketing major, Shelly Reed, 
a senior communications major and 
Rob Smith, a JMU alumnus (’13) 
created a production company that 
specializes in marketing and promo-
tion called Apples to Artists.
The project originally consisted 
of the group promoting one or two 
artists during the semester to fund-
raise for one big event at the end of 
the fall semester. But with the snow 
days and commitment issues of other 
students in the class, the group decid-
ed to push their big event to the end 
of spring semester, even though the 
class ended in December.
“We decided it would be better 
to keep that money and continue to 
invest it in a better show later rather 
than have a failing show in Decem-
ber,” Reed said. 
Pushing the event to May gave the 
group more time to create an event 
they were all proud of. 
“I think we’ve all benefited a lot 
just from deciding to be more inten-
tional about this event,” Bush said. 
“We’ve gotten a lot more experience 
and learned a lot more than we did 
just in the class.”
The members of the group are not 
the only ones who will benefit.  The 
proceeds from this festival will go to 
Mercy House, an organization that 
feeds, clothes and houses homeless 
families in Harrisonburg. 
“We really wanted to keep it local,” 
Obenshain said. “That was a big 
thing.”
The group presented the charity 
with a $1,000 check in January from 
proceeds from smaller shows the 
group had organized.
“We’ve been reinvesting from all 
the small shows that we’ve been 
putting on,” Rasmussen said. “We’ve 
taken that money and reinvested it 
back into the company towards this 
major event at the end in hopes that 
this final thing will be able to help us 
raise the most money.”
Aside from Mercy House, the com-
munity and Three Brothers Brewing 
see FEST, page B2
Examining 
education 
reform
Sen. Mark Warner (D-Va.) 
talks student loan debt, 
Pell Grant accessibility
By PATRICK MORTIERE
The Breeze
Virginia’s General Assembly has yet 
to pass a budget, which leaves students 
questioning the costs of their tuition 
and fees for the upcoming academic 
year. What are your thoughts about the 
gridlock in Richmond?
I don’t think we ought to be shut-
ting down the state government. I 
think they need to get a budget res-
olution. But I also think it makes no 
sense for Virginia tax dollars to go to 
Maryland to cover some of the unin-
sured, when some of these folks will 
still turn up in Virginia hospitals. 
I mean, we pay twice. We pay not 
only in our own tax dollars, but then 
the hospitals still has to pay for the 
insurance, so I do hope that they 
resolve something that does expand 
the coverage. 
Can you elaborate on your pilot 
reform proposal to allow students to 
access their Federal Pell Grants in high 
school so they can use their funds to 
take classes in preparation for college?
Pell Grants are no longer only 
available for low-income students. 
What this would do is if somebody 
takes a dual enrollment in high 
school — for example, Portsmouth 
has got a very interesting program 
where students in their second 
semester of senior year — you can 
help mitigate some of those costs 
by using funds you would otherwise 
use in college, use in high school, 
and instead, college being eight 
semesters to seven semesters to six 
semesters. You know, it’s obviously 
cheaper to do that in high school 
than it is in college. 
Can you explain the “Student Right 
to Know Before you Go” legislation 
that you partnered together on with 
Sen. Marco Rubio (R-Fla.) and Sen. Ron 
Wyden (D-Ore.)?
It basically says, before you pick 
a school, and whether it’s JMU or U. 
Va. or whatever, you ought to know. 
What’s the average time of comple-
tion? What’s the average amount of 
debt you’re going to come out with? 
If you’re graduating in sociology, 
you know, what’s your chance of 
getting a job, and how much is that 
job going to pay? We ought to have 
that JMU data available to college 
students, and as well as career and 
technical educations. An informed 
consumer is going to be a better 
consumer of higher education. And 
right now, I’ve got three daughters 
who are just in college or finish-
ing college. The admission office 
spent a lot more time showing me 
the dorm and the eating facili-
ties then talking about planning.
see WARNER, page A3
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Pump it up
UREC expansion and renovation to be completed by spring 2016
By MEGAN GRIMES
contributing writer
Overwhelming frustration and 
claustrophobia are two things that 
often characterize student experi-
ences at the University Recreation 
Center; however, over the next two 
years, UREC will undergo a $57 
million expansion and renovation 
project to make its main facility 
more accomodating to students. 
“The crowding problems have 
been a growing source of concern 
over the last eight to 10 years and 
now we do have to lock the doors 
at certain times of the day and not 
let people into fitness spaces until 
others leave,” said Eric Nickel, the 
director of UREC. 
The gym was originally con-
structed in 1996 and was built to 
meet the demands of 12,800 JMU 
students and faculty members. Fast 
forward to the present day, and 
UREC now needs to accomodate 
a student body of nearly 20,000, 
not taking into account the faculty 
and staff who also use the facility. 
According to Nickel, during the 
winter, the gym’s capacity can reach 
as many as 4,700 students per day.
The project will be complet-
ed in two phases: expansion and 
renovation. The expansion pro-
cess will see an additional 140,00 
square feet added behind the 
main facility where the lower turf 
used to be located. This phase of 
construction is expected to be 
see UREC, page A4
Quarterback has landed
Michael Birdsong picks Marshall as his transfer destination 
By WAYNE EPPS JR.
The Breeze
Former JMU quarterback 
Michael Birdsong is officially 
headed West. Twelve days after 
stating his plan to transfer from 
JMU, the junior announced that 
Marshall University in Hunting-
ton, W.Va. is going to be his new 
home.
The news appeared Saturday 
night on Twitter, when Birdsong 
tweeted “#WeAre … #Marshall”. 
Later that night he confirmed 
that he was in fact going to be a 
member of the Thundering Herd. 
Birdsong made his decision while 
on his first visit to the Marshall 
campus last weekend.
“I was already leaning toward 
Marshall, but I really wanted to 
get up there and check it out and 
see what it was really all about 
— the school and everything,” 
Birdsong said. “And it was every-
thing I wanted and then some. 
And the football up there is on 
the rise.”
Birdsong said he didn’t expect 
to make a decision as quickly as 
he did. It was just the middle of 
last week that he won his appeal 
against the restrictions JMU 
placed on where he could trans-
fer. Marshall was never on the list. 
He said then that he didn’t have 
a specific timetable on making a 
decision.
But he attended Marshall’s 
spring game Saturday, and he fell 
in love with what he saw.
“Football is everything up 
there,” Birdsong said. “They had 
the spring game this weekend, 
so I really got to see, a semi, what 
their game day experience is like. 
And it’s surreal up there, I mean 
it’s really something special.”
Marshall contacted Birdsong 
after he put in his release from 
JMU two-and-a-half weeks ago. 
J.C. Price, a former JMU defensive 
line coach and the current defen-
sive tackles coach at Marshall, 
recruited Birdsong to Marshall. 
Price was at JMU for eight years, 
through the 2011 season. He start-
ed at Marshall in 2012.
The Herd,  plays  in  the 
Football Bowl Subdivision’s 
see BIRDSONG, page B5
Charity 
on tap
JMU class organizes 
Shenandoah SpringFest 
to benefit Mercy House
Sen. Mark Warner’s proposed education 
reform package examines higher 
education and loan refinancing during 
a time with more than $1 trillion in 
student loan debt.
COURTSEY OF MCT CAMPUS
Yesterday at noon marked the end of Navid Attayan’s 24-hour journey. While he didn’t travel an inch, he 
managed to raise $5,000 for pediatric cancer research. According to Attayan, a senior biology major, riding 
on a stationary bike was much more difficult than riding on a normal bicycle because he had to pedal the 
entire time. “The hardest point was biking overnight. It was raining, it was cold, it was windy, there was 
nobody out here except my staff,” Attayan said when he had only 14 minutes to go. “I just kept hitting that 
wall, kept passing out, and the whole day was a test of will.” He encouraged the audience the importance of 
going after what they believe in. “If you’re inspired, don’t just look at the screen, don’t just stand here; do 
something,” Attayan said. “If you care about something, fight for it; no one else is going to do it for you.” 
Riding it out
SABRINA MCCORMACK / THE BREEZE
JAMES CHUNG / THE BREEZE
The UREC project will be completed in two phases: expansion and renovation. The entire project will cost $57 million.
It’s been a pleasure serving the JMU 
and Harrisonburg community. We will 
return with our first print issue of 
next semester on Aug. 25. Follow us 
on Twitter @TheBreezeJMU for up-
to-date news over the summer and 
on breezejmu.org.
This is our last 
issue of the year!
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discuss this week’s burning topics with us! 
Send us your responses @TheBreezeJMU 
or on our Facebook.
PTSd is a very real, very serious medical disorder that, when 
triggered, can result in debilitating emotional or physical 
reactions ... Giving a trigger warning either a few classes before 
or in the syllabus inconveniences no one, and gives students 
dealing with these issues the ability to mentally and emotionally 
prepare for what they might encounter in class. Furthermore, 
the author’s suggestion that the trauma that occurs after 
sexual violence or going to war is comparable to an irrational 
fear of mascots is at best insensitive, and at worst shows a 
grave misunderstanding of the issues at hand.
Emily Meyers | via facebook
Opinion writer Jessica Williams recently 
published an article on whether or not 
professors should provide students with a 
trigger warning before showing or discussing 
graphic violence or traumatic events like 
war and sexual assault.
Here are some responses to her piece.  
  The Buzz
it seems that the author isn’t making the distinction between 
fears, which we all have, and serious post-traumatic stress 
and anxiety, which are a totally different thing ... her argument 
comes across as insensitive to the issues facing the 
thousands of college students who experience rape and 
sexual assault each year.
kate sharp | via facebook
Trigger warnings absolutely have their place. They hurt no one. 
They aren’t wasting an egregious amount of time. it does not 
hurt you or anyone else to read or hear that that those who are 
sensitive to sexual assault may want to avoid a specific media. 
nothing about that brief warning “disrupts the classroom.” 
Justin grandinetti | via facebook
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‘
To say that trigger warnings *must* be mandatory is an 
impossible suggestion. Should professors give trigger warnings 
when showing anything graphic? yes. absolutely. That is 
something that needs to be addressed and most professors, 
when confronted, are embarrassed for not thinking of people 
living with PTSd. and that certainly is not treating students like 
children. 
rebecca hyman | via facebook
This is an issue i dealt with recently in class. One week before 
our professor was going to require us to view a film that would 
qualify as a “trigger”, she invited students who might be 
uncomfortable with the subject matter to visit her office to 
come up with an alternative assignment. however, they will not 
be excused from the class that we talk about the film in. i think 
this is a good middle ground ... Tip-toeing around difficult and 
uncomfortable subjects only perpetrates silence. We need active 
voices calling attention to these problems and promoting 
change.
greer drummond | via facebook
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Easing the employee commute
Proposed vanpool service would provide transportation for JMU faculty and staff who live far from campus 
Blair roseN / the Breeze
By arliss adou
contributing writer
JMU employees may soon be spending less money get-
ting to work. 
JMU is overseeing a proposal for a vanpool service to 
be available for JMU faculty and staff who commute from 
different cities to get to campus. 
At an open house meeting, Lee Eshelman, traffic 
demand manager of Transportation Demand Manage-
ment, presented complaints he had heard from JMU 
employees on a PowerPoint.
“I drive about 47 miles one way from Fort Valley.  I’m 
definitely interested in vanpool,”  was one comment from 
a JMU employee at the open house meeting. 
JMU has approximately 3,000 faculty and staff. After con-
ducting the request for proposal’s research, Procurement 
Services found that about 324 of these employees live more 
than 25 miles away from campus. 
According to the RFP, the only vanpool route that is 
currently finalized is a 50-mile route that would begin in 
Waynesboro. It would stop to pick up a total of six to eight 
passengers residing in Staunton, Weyers Cave and Bridge-
water on the way to JMU.
Eshelman explained why this particular route was cho-
sen as the first to be implemented.
“We obtained the addresses of JMU faculty and staff, 
had them plotted on a [GIS] map, and then started to iden-
tify ‘clusters’ of employee locations that are about 30 or 
more miles from JMU.  We then held three open houses 
and invited potential riders to attend and provide us with 
inputs,”  Eshelman said. 
According to the geographic information mapping sys-
tem created by the transportation demand management 
department, a high number of commuting JMU employees 
live in and around Charlottesville. 
Due to these numbers, Eshelman and others oversee-
ing this proposal are considering the idea of extending the 
route to include this area.
According to Eshelman, numbers showing a necessity 
for transportation aid in many other areas have led them to 
consider other routes. Another possible route would start 
in Mount Jackson and pick up passengers from New Mar-
ket, Timberville and Broadway on the way to JMU. This 
route may also include Luray.
One of the benefits of this service is that faculty and staff 
members would be able to save money that they’d normal-
ly spend on gas or other means of transportation. 
“I travel from Gordonsville, about 60 miles east. I don’t 
know of anyone who lives this far out, but if a vanpool gets 
started I would really like to know. Gas costs are eating me 
and my family alive,” said another JMU employee during 
one of the open house meetings.
Eshelman explained that another possible benefit of this 
service would be the lessening of negative impacts on the 
environment.
“Using a seven or eight-passenger van would reduce the 
number of vehicles, would require substantially less fuel, 
and would greatly reduce emissions,” Eshelman said.
Additionally, the RFP states that the reliability and 
low-cost price that a Vanpool service provides may result 
in improving the work ethic and productivity of professors.
“Vanpoolers can work while they ride  — especially if the 
van has Wi-Fi,” Eshelman said. 
Although many faculty and staff members at JMU 
express their approval about this idea, timing is a big 
concern.
Not all employees have the same hours, and the time 
spent on campus may not be set in stone for each employ-
ee. This would call for more than one van, and according 
to Eshelman, getting multiple vans is not a plan for the 
near future. 
Jay Varner, an English professor who commutes from 
Charlottesville every day, explained this concern from his 
perspective.
“Timing would seem to be a hurdle … I have a set class 
schedule and office hours, but depending upon students, 
projects, and other commitments, I often play it by ear 
…” said Varner. “I try my best to accommodate their busy 
schedules and end up coming early or staying later, if that’s 
the only thing that’s mutually possible. Sometimes I make 
those decisions the night before. Multiple shuttles would 
be ideal, but I understand that would be cost-prohibitive 
as well.”
Eshelman expressed confidence that this possible con-
flict could be easily counteracted.
“The vanpool providers can provide larger vans if the 
ridership increases on a given route,” Eshelman said.
ContaCt Arliss Adou at adouam@dukes.jmu.edu.
By William mason
The Breeze
During their first year on campus 
many students come up with a regu-
lar exercise plan, to help deal with 
stress, stay in shape or even to feel 
better about themselves. However, 
the majority of JMU students live off 
campus and for this group, finding a 
routine workout plan can often prove 
to be a bit more challenging.
One student who struggles to 
get enough exercise is sophomore 
kinesiology major Scott Jewett, who 
has found that living in a University 
Fields apartment makes it difficult 
to get to UREC, the only gym he has 
access to.
“I don’t have a car so I have to 
schedule my workouts around the 
bus schedule, so that’s a pain,”Jewett 
said. “So taking the bus there and 
back and waiting for the bus takes 
a lot of time. So I can’t go unless I 
have a lot.”
While Jewet said the bus ride from 
University Fields to UREC only takes 
10 to 15 minutes, the inconsistency of 
bus arrival times can really add up. 
So, he only makes it to the gym when 
he’s absolutely certain his school 
work won’t be negatively impacted.
Last year, while living on cam-
pus, Jewett managed to find time to 
hit the gym four times a week. This 
included playing basketball, swim-
ming for JMU’s club swim team and 
lifting weights. However, one year 
in and a change of living arrange-
ments has seen his visits drop to 
once a week. According to Jewett, 
the amount of time spent in UREC 
is “sufficient, but not enough.”
Another person whose off-campus 
residency has negatively affected 
her workout schedule is sophomore 
dance major and North 38 resident 
Leah Travers, who explored a multi-
tude of exercise options while living 
on campus as a freshman.
“At least every other day I would 
go to UREC,” Travers said. “I would 
take group fitness classes, I would do 
bosu ball class, some of the strength-
ening classes ... and sometimes I 
would take boxing classes.”
Last year, Travers said her biggest 
obstacle to working out was getting 
herself out of bed; this year, she has 
found working out a bit more chal-
lenging because of her location off 
campus.
While North 38 does have a gym, 
Travers said it is filled with weight 
machines and treadmills and offers 
little space for her to do her preferred 
yoga or abdominal workouts. 
Additionally, she has struggled to 
motivate herself to visit UREC at the 
same frequency she did during her 
freshman year. 
“Since I am on campus all day it’s 
kind of hard … making a decision, 
‘let’s make it to the gym for another 
hour’ — or I could go home,” Travers 
said. “It’s definitely hard to motivate 
yourself to go to the gym and spend 
another two hours on campus.”
One way Travers motivates her-
self is by paying for a kickboxing 
class. While it may only require her 
to workout on Tuesdays and Thurs-
days, giving up money motivates her 
to work her hardest, and encourages 
her to stay longer and work out more 
at UREC.
Next year, Travers will be living 
in The Mill Apartments, where she 
believes she will have an easier path 
to exercising more frequently, since 
she will have a car and a complimen-
tary membership to Gold’s Gym, 
located near The Mill. Travers said 
these two factors will allow her to 
go to the gym whenever she desires, 
and also give her some down time 
after her classes.
Alex Templeton, a graduate 
student in the Masters of Public 
Administration program and a cur-
rent resident of The Mill, enjoys the 
complimentary Gold’s Gym mem-
bership provided by his apartment 
complex because it allows him to 
exercise despite his busy schedule.
“If at all possible I go to Gold’s 
Gym. It is more accessible, gener-
ally, than UREC. This is particularly 
true since I get out of class at 9 p.m. 
and the gym is still crowded,” Tem-
pleton said.
While Templeton prefers Gold’s 
Gym, he believes having access to 
both facilities enables him to eas-
ily hit his goal of working out three 
times a week.
“I use Gold’s as my primary gym, 
and UREC as a secondary gym when 
I can’t get off campus for long,” 
Templeton said. “It is nice having 
alternative workout options to max-
imize scheduling flexibility.”
ContaCt William Mason at 
breezenews@gmail.com.
from front
Currently student-loan 
debt is over $1 trillion, 
and far exceeds credit 
card debt in the united 
states. How are you and 
other senators working 
to remedy this concern?
The fact that you can get a 
mortgage at 4.5 percent — 
but you might have private 
loans and guaranteed loans, 
you may have loans of 8 
or 9 percent. Why can’t we 
find ways for students to 
refinance some of that debt 
in a cost-effective way? So 
that’s a piece of legislation 
that we’re not finished with 
yet, because trying to do it 
in a way that’s cost effective 
is a challenge. But I think 
what I found about going 
around Virginia and having 
a series of roundtables — in 
many ways I hear more 
about student debt than 
I do about Obamacare, 
which is interesting. 
tennessee Gov. Bill Haslam 
proposed a plan to fund 
two-year community 
college or technical school 
through tennessee’s 
lottery revenue. Would 
that be something worth 
considering for Virginia?
Well, I think the challenge 
with that is that would mean 
we’d be taking the money — 
our lottery revenues now go 
to K-12 education, and we’d 
be taking from one part to 
another. I’m intrigued with 
ideas that could fund and 
particularly help people 
who are going into career 
and technical education, 
and to get their industry 
certification, and making part 
of that low or no-charge. I’m 
also looking at something I 
worked on as governor, which 
is more dual enrollment in 
high school, for example — 
that those courses would 
actually count towards your 
degree, not just be electives.  
do you agree with Virginia 
attorney General mark 
Herring’s recent letter, 
stating that undocumented 
immigrants who arrived 
as children in the united 
states should qualify 
for in-state tuition at 
Virginia colleges?
 
Yes. I mean, these are 
“DREAMers,” these are 
young people who came 
here. Many have been here 
since they were 2 or 3 
years old — they’ve gone 
to Virginia schools. They 
shouldn’t have some kind 
of thoughtless issue — they 
can’t go on beyond high 
school. That just doesn’t 
make sense to me. 
ContaCt Patrick Mortiere 
at breeznews@gmail.com.
WarnEr |  Va. senator 
speaks on college issues Workout routines disrupted
Living off campus can limit the amount of time students devote to exercise
These are three proposed routes for the vanpool service, which would extend to cities surrouding Harrisonburg, including the Charolettesville, where numerous JMU employees live.
Be a sNoop. 
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 Email breezenews@gmail.com. 
from front
completed in December of 2015. The new facilities are expected 
to be open for use starting in January of 2016. They include:
 
•	 Weight, fitness and cardio spaces 
approximately 2.5 times their current size. 
•	 Five group fitness studios 
•	 A new one-sixth mile indoor track 
for running and walking
•	 Fitness and instructional pool that will 
be slightly warmer in temperature, and 
feature a jetted fitness channel, in-water 
volleyball court and basketball hoops.
Nickel also said that the renovation will constitute 17,500 
square feet of the current facility and is expected to take place 
between January and summer 2016. Some of the spaces to be 
renovated are:
•	 The current MAC gym will be turned into 
an adventure center with a free-standing 
climbing wall, bouldering wall, bicycle repair 
center and outdoor equipment checkout 
•	 Fitness level 1 will be turned into a demonstration 
kitchen and wellness instruction center 
•	 Three universal changing/restrooms 
The construction for the increased space is gladly being 
received by students like freshman kinesiology major Laura 
Daner, who doesn’t appreciate the overcrowdedness and often 
lengthy waiting periods.
 “When I am pushed for time in between classes, it is such 
an inconvenience to have to wait sometimes up to 30 minutes 
before starting my workout,” Daner said.
Daner, who enjoys running, is also looking forward to the 
addition of a new one-sixth mile track. According to the JMU, 
the track is meant to be used for running and jogging, while the 
already existing one-ninth mile track will be for slower jogging 
and walking.
While the wait for cardio equipment on the second and third 
floors of UREC is one common concern of students, another fre-
quented complaint is the limited size of the weight lifting area on 
the second floor, according to 
Eric Nickel.
For sophomore nursing 
major Alex Gasteazoro, the 
expansion of the weight lift-
ing, fitness and cardio areas 
to approximately two-and-a-
half times their current size is 
a welcomed change.
“There’s more times than 
not that I’ve been to UREC 
and not gotten to use a 
machine I had wanted to,” 
Gasteazoro said. 
A majority of students look 
to UREC as a place to relieve 
stress, hang out with friends 
or just relax and take a break. To some, like junior communica-
tions studies major Casey Sayre, who lives and breathes all things 
UREC, the gym is a sanctuary — a haven, even. 
But this does not hinder Sayre’s ecstatic attitude regarding 
the changes. 
“[The renovation] makes me feel overwhelmed with excite-
ment to see that JMU is taking notice of my sanctuary and not 
only doing their best to make improvements for me, but for the 
entire JMU community,” Sayre said. “These renovations will be a 
great opportunity for an even bigger percentage of JMU students 
to be encouraged to come to UREC and get active and healthy.” 
contact Megan Grimes at grimesmx@dukes.jmu.edu.
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12.95
(original $15.95)
turner pavilion, south liberty street
www.harrisonburgfarmersmarket.com
EBT & credit/debit cards welcome!
healthy choices!
Seasonal Farm Fresh Produce • Breads & Jams 
Eggs & Meats • Local Crafts & More!
Regular Market Hours
Tuesdays & Saturdays, 8 a.m. to 1 p.m.
URec | Students pressed for space await new facilities and equipment
Sabrina MccorMick / The breeze
The lower turf fields are being replaced with the 1,700 square foot expansion that will more than double the current size of weight lifting, cardio and fitness areas. It will include a one-sixth mile track.
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a t  S t o n e  S p r i n g
Call TODAY!
Last minute beds available!
607 John Tyler Circle
Harrisonburg, VA 22801
www.overlookatstonespring.com
EQUAL HOUSING
OPPURTUNITY
A YEAR IN REVIEW
A look back at the most memorable moments from the 2013-14 school year through 
the lens of Breeze photographers. More photos online at breezejmu.org.
 1. 
1. Several severe storms blanketed Harrisonburg and JMU’s campus in snow this past winter, keeping students out of class for five days. 2. The women’s basketball team won the Colonial Athletic Association 
Championship, earning a bid to the NCAA tournament. The Dukes beat Gonzaga University before losing to Texas A&M University in the second round, JMU’s first second-round appearance since 1991. 3. 
Head football coach Mickey Matthews was fired after 15 years on the job. JMU missed the playoffs for the fourth time in five years in 2013. 4. Students were outraged after the Forbes tunnel was painted 
over with a James Madison quote. Before the painting, students often covered its walls with colorful chalk art. 5. Former U.S. President Bill Clinton visited JMU in October to support Terry McAuliffe, the 
Democratic candidate for governor. McAuliffe won the gubernatorial race against former Attorney General Ken Cuccinelli less than one week later. 6. In January, Duke Hall finally opened its doors to students 
after undergoing a $42 million renovation. The building now houses the School of Art, Design & Art History. 7. JMU hired new head football coach Everett Withers in December. Withers was the co-defensive 
coordinator at Ohio State University for the past two seasons. 8. Tensions rose between JMU’s fraternities and the city when city officials enforced a land ordinance that ordered fraternity houses to get rid of 
any visible signs, symbols or letters. 9. UPB brought Juicy J to the Convocation Center in April, resulting in some drug and liquor law violations. More photos online at breezejmu.org.
 2.  4. 
 3.  5. 
 6.  7. 
 8.  9. 
Photos by: James Chung, JMU athletics, Lauren Gordon, Sean Cassidy and Matt Schmachtenberg  
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calling all artists
We’re looking for cartoonists. Email breezeopinion@gmail.com.
An “it-might-be-the-ohio-
State-way-but-it’s-not-the-
JmU-way” dart to coach Withers 
and Jeff Bourne for playing god 
with Michael Birdsong’s future.
From alumni, staff and students 
who are distressed about the 
negative, hostile and aggressive 
turn the football program has 
taken and who know courtesy, 
honesty, professionalism and 
respect do have a part in the sports 
world.
A “the-world-doesn’t-revolve-
around-Smadfest-and-
papers” dart to my roommates 
who didn’t have time to build a 
Hot Wheels track this weekend.
From a senior who knows that 
time together is speeding away.
A “meter-angel” pat to the guy 
in the black SUV who backed out 
of his spot and left 19 minutes on 
his meter.
From a grad student who 
needed to buy her cap and gown 
and only had a bunch of useless 
pennies.
A “huge-thanks” pat to the 
two JMU women who gave my 
daughter and me a ride home 
after she had broken her elbow.
From a thankful father, whose 
daughter later said, “Her car was 
immaculate.”
A “you-make-my-world-go-
round” pat to my Bluestone 
babes for being my best friends 
and the most hardworking, 
talented and beautiful people I 
know.
From an extremely proud editor 
who loves you all.
An “angel-with-spare-
change” pat to the Cleaning 
Services woman that gave me the 
five cents I needed to buy food 
from the vending machine.
From a famished junior that 
had not slept and barely ate 
that night and morning before 
working on a 25-page paper, and 
desperately needed the pickup.
A “thank-you-too” pat to any 
student eating at E-Hall who has 
ever left a thank you note when 
sending their dishes back to the 
dish room. 
From a JMU student worker 
who is touched by your gratitude 
and appreciation.
A “we-work-nine-hours-a-
day-to-cook-for-you” dart to 
any students who have been rude 
to the workers at E-Hall. We know 
you’re hungry and stressed, but 
it doesn’t give you the right to be 
ungrateful. 
From a JMU student worker 
who works hard in school and at 
her job just trying to make some 
money, and doesn’t need your bad 
attitude.
A “let’s-bring-that-bling-
back-to-the-’Burg” pat the 
women’s lacrosse team as they 
take on the CAA tournament this 
weekend.
From some very proud alumni.
Darts & Pats are anonymously submitted and printed on a space-available basis.
submissions creatively depict a given situation, person or event and do not necessarily reflect the truth.
Submit darts & Pats at breezejmu.org
the Breeze welcomes and encourages readers to voice their opinions 
through letters and guest columns. letters must be no longer than 250 
words. guest columns must be no more than 650 words.
the Breeze reserves the right to edit submissions for length, grammar and 
if material is libelous, factually inaccurate or unclear. the Breeze assumes 
the rights to any published work. Opinions expressed in this page, with the 
exception of editorials, are not necessarily those of the Breeze or its staff.
letters and guest columns should be submitted in print or via e-mail 
and must include name, phone number, major/year if author is a current 
student (or year of graduation), professional title (if applicable) and place 
of residence if author is not a JMU student.
Editorial
Policies
The Breeze
MSC 6805 G1
Anthony-Seeger Hall
 Harrisonburg, VA 22807
breezeopinion@gmail.com
“To the press alone, chequered as it is with abuses, the world is 
indebted for all the triumphs which have been gained by reason 
and humanity over error and oppression.” 
— james madison, 1800
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A week ago, I stood in the 
pit at the Juicy J concert, 
sweaty and crammed by the 
pressure of an aggressive 
crowd that seemed more like 
a large beast than a group of 
college kids. Amid the push-
ing, sweating and yes, even 
bouncing, I asked myself : 
is this what fun feels like? Is 
this what a great concert is? 
Was this worth sleeping on the cold Warren Hall 
patio for? The answer — one that has been echoed 
throughout JMU’s campus over the past few days 
— is no, no it was not.
Overall, Juicy did an OK job. He came in and 
played his few hit songs, got everyone semi-excit-
ed and then left. This monotonous description of 
the concert is one that most students will give you. 
Like every year, his presence sparked a major 
debate among students regarding the University 
Program Board and their “job performance” as 
official entertainment managers of this university. 
Based on UPB’s efforts to make pertinent informa-
tion surrounding their budget, artist options and 
survey results, it is clear that UPB needs to adjust 
their mindsets in order to better serve the students 
of this fine institution.
I will credit UPB with one thing, however: they 
managed to bring in a grade-A music star. This is 
something that JMU needs more of — top artists 
to come play low-cost shows for students. I’d also 
like to credit UPB for the work they do outside of 
booking big-time concerts. They work very hard to 
provide fun activities for JMU students, and hon-
estly they have done a good job with planning and 
marketing those events in recent semesters.
On the other hand, the overall execution of the 
entire concert booking process needs work. Stu-
dents want to love the artists that come here. That 
was seen in both concerts this year based on atten-
dance alone. 
We want to be proud of our school and take 
pride in the concert options offered. But, when a 
high-school wash up and 39-year-old man recently 
resurrected from his mid-decade hiatus are the two 
options for the year, it’s just too easy to complain. 
People love to complain and UPB gives students 
one more thing to complain about.
While it’s harsh to say this, it’s the unfortunate 
truth. Students all over campus are buzzing, won-
dering why UPB decides to disappoint them every 
semester. This disappointment comes down to one 
thing — UPB is not transparent in their operations 
and they are not progressive or innovative in the 
way they communicate information to students. If 
UPB could improve these two things just a little bit 
they would revolutionize the opinions of JMU stu-
dents and thus contribute to a better experience. 
They need to start by being open and honest with 
JMU students. The entire process seems so cloudy 
and even mystical. Students have no idea how the 
survey choices are picked and what deciding fac-
tors ultimately influence the decision.
Even while doing research for this article, I could 
not find any official budget figures (besides a blog 
written by last year’s director of public relations for 
UPB), goals set for each concert or descriptions 
on the choosing process. These are all things that 
kids care and wonder about when it’s announced 
that Sammy Adams is going to come play in Wil-
son for the “big fall concert.” If UPB was to be 
more transparent in their operations and work to 
communicate with students as to why they make 
decisions, as opposed to what the decision is, we 
would be much less upset.
This communication brings me to my next 
point: if UPB wants everyone to stop complaining 
so much, they need to work to poll students in a 
more effective way. 
I am an active JMU student who loves this 
school. It should not be a surprise to anyone 
when I say that no one pays attention to their 
emails enough to see a UPB survey and respond. 
It is the responsibility of the students to be active. 
It is the responsibility of the students to grow up 
and be an adult and respond to the survey. But if 
UPB wants to stop doing a fair job and start doing 
a great one, they’ll find more effective ways on how 
to poll students. Whether it’s a more intense social 
media push, putting up posters around campus or 
even reminding kids in the commons, UPB needs a 
more effective way to communicate with its audi-
ence if they want to help take this school to the 
next level.
Matt D’Angelo is a freshman media arts and 
design and political science double major. 
Contact Matt at danglemv@dukes.jmu.edu.
matt d’angElo |  speaks for itself
UPB needs a better way to communicate and a more a-list line-up of artists
Briana ElliSon |       
off topic
Technology 
obsession 
hurts us
Cellular tech-
nology, especially 
that adhering to 
smartphones, has 
developed signifi-
cantly since it was 
first introduced. 
Its goal was to 
connect distinct 
cultures and soci-
eties in ways that seemed impossible 
before, and to an extent it has succeed-
ed. But, to a certain degree, it has also 
failed miserably.
This failure is most evident in a com-
mon situation experienced in dining 
halls across campus. Anywhere I go, 
at any time of day, I observe the same 
exact scenario. A group of friends are 
sitting together at their table, suppos-
edly enjoying a meal and catching up. 
However, the reality of the situation 
is that basically everyone is on their 
phones. No one’s talking or interacting, 
noses are buried in their phones,  and 
eyes are focused solely on the bright 
blue screen. A similar circumstance 
also happens in classrooms and lecture 
halls. The amount of times a professor 
has had to call out a student for star-
ing blankly into their lap, laughing at 
something on their laptop that is obvi-
ously not the lecture notes, or taking a 
selfie of all things is innumerable. It’s 
frustrating to think that a lot of us are so 
attached to a small piece of technology 
that we can’t put it down. A tiny phone 
has become the center of our being, 
more important than paying attention 
in classes that are imperative in estab-
lishing our careers.
The way in which we communicate 
with others is changing drastically, 
and not for the better. Communica-
tion is how we establish and maintain 
relationships. And although the onset 
of technology has allowed us to main-
tain relationships with people who may 
not be close to us (whether they go to 
a different school or live in a different 
state), our relationships with people in 
our direct social circles are suffering. 
When we are with a group of friends, it’s 
almost guaranteed at least one person 
is holding a conversation with anoth-
er individual using their cell phone. A 
conversation might be held in-person, 
but it is doubtful that everyone is pay-
ing full attention, or that it contains 
much depth. With a focus on conver-
sations occurring through technology, 
we neglect any upkeep necessary to 
maintain our relationships with those 
physically near us. 
In the bigger picture, our social 
skills are greatly diminishing. Now, it’s 
important to note that not everyone is 
affected the same way. There are a con-
siderable amount of people out there 
who are not as attached to their phones 
as others. Similarly, there are some 
people who know how to efficiently 
maintain several different relationships 
and have admirable social skills. How-
ever, the number of people like this is 
decreasing. Often we make friends over 
social media, which is all fine, until it 
comes time to actually interact with 
others in real life. The process of mak-
ing friends and establishing things in 
common with another person is daunt-
ing and awkward. We may turn to our 
phones as a lifeline, but this further 
diminishes any interpersonal contact.
Technology may have been impor-
tant in helping our world connect, 
but it is simultaneously responsible 
for the rapid loss of relationships. Our 
priorities have been shifted, and our 
attention focused on acquiring the 
newest version of the iPhone rather 
than maintaining our relationships. 
Although we may pride ourselves on 
being technologically savvy, when 
does this turn into technologically 
obsessive? Many seem unaware of 
the impact technology has had on 
our society, but its influence is seen 
everywhere. Tragically enough, our 
obsession with technology is now high-
er in importance than paying attention 
in classes directed to help us with our 
careers. Until we sever our dependence 
with technology, we may doomed to 
become a society that rejects the value 
of social interaction. 
Briana Ellison is a freshman media 
arts and design major. Contact 
Briana at ellisonbr@dukes.jmu.edu.
Editorial Board |  the Breeze
Finals week has yet to start, but finals stress 
is in full swing. Everyone is impacted by exam 
week: Starbucks employees work their espresso 
machine to death as the line runs out the door, 
library employees pull overnight shifts, profes-
sors rush to get grades finished and in on time, 
and of course, the end of the semester is tough 
on students, who struggle to finish work, study 
for (and pass) exams and get ready to leave for 
the summer. 
This year, JMU made the decision to begin 
final exams a few days early. Exams begin tomor-
row, immediately after classes end. While some 
students are happy to be done early, many are 
baffled. Some professors say it’s in response to 
the trend of many professors giving their students 
an assignment or online exam instead of a timed 
test. Traditional exams aren’t always appropri-
ate for all majors, however, and outside projects 
give students and professors more flexibility with 
their end-of-year schedules. Some courses in the 
General Education program and the College of 
Business already hold finals on Saturday. Now stu-
dents are expected to go straight from class today 
into Friday and possibly Saturday exams, followed 
by four exam days the next week. 
Let’s establish this: at most colleges, students 
and faculty are given reading days prior to the 
start of exams. A higher education tradition, 
reading periods are established in most major uni-
versities’ schedules (including Virginia’s Va. Tech, 
GMU, U.Va., ODU and W&M). The time is allocat-
ed specifically for studying, intended to improve 
academic success during the most stressful time of 
the year. Reading days give students a break from 
classes and assignments so we can catch up on our 
work and actually do the reading — and profes-
sors can grade. 
Hell Week, as we all know, is the time right before 
the official exam period when all coursework is due 
(usually assignments that carry more weight and 
can make or break our grades). Since the week 
prior to finals is already jam-packed with classes, 
quizzes, term papers, exams and final projects, 
when are students expected to study? This schedule 
shift gives us no time to recover and prepare before 
going into the second round of finals. All-nighters, 
stimulant binges and pots of coffee are the inevi-
table results of this pressure. Students with jobs are 
more than overwhelmed. Students with mental ill-
nesses and learning disabilities are immediately 
disadvantaged by being thrust into a high-pressure 
situation, particularly if they aren’t comfortable 
disclosing their status to the university. 
The Breeze covered the Faculty Senate’s discus-
sion of proposed reading days this past fall, but 
faculty determined it was too late for changes to 
the spring schedule. Some professors protested 
that, if given a break, students would party instead 
of studying. This is largely untrue and unfair: the 
students who spend their time partying instead of 
studying during finals will do so with or without a 
reading period, but those who would like to dedi-
cate themselves to their work aren’t even given the 
opportunity. Add to that the fact that studies show 
that binge drinking is associated with high levels of 
stress, and it becomes apparent that this decision 
is counterproductive. 
We encourage the administration and faculty to 
reconsider this decision and to trust the student 
body. A two-week long barrage of exams, papers 
and projects is not only anxiety-inducing, it’s det-
rimental; students end up sacrificing the quality of 
our work when rushing to meet due dates. When 
we are forced to BS a paper several hours before 
it’s due, we aren’t gaining anything. It’s important 
that students value the education that we pay for, 
which includes producing work we’re proud of. The 
university should strive to foster an atmosphere 
conducive to academic success, and that includes 
giving us time to dedicate ourselves to schoolwork. 
This is a decision that negatively impacts academic 
performance, which should be a concern to stu-
dents, faculty and administrators alike. Grades 
should not be determined by our performance 
under pressure, but by our dedication, hard work 
and understanding.
Sean Cassidy
Editor-in-Chief
IJ Chan   
Managing Editor
Corey Tierney
Opinion Editor 
Mallory O’Shea
Online Editor
Editorial Board
Ask students, don’t tell them
Students need reading days
Students who want the best out of their education do not have enough time to do so
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Cliven Bundy is far from a hero
KevAn HulligAn |  the war room
Politicians should stop using radical behavior as grounds for harvesting patriotic votes
Politicians are notorious for using certain 
situations to rally their followers and garner 
support. So with the congressional elections 
coming up in November, the Cliven Bundy sit-
uation in Nevada must have seemed like a gift 
from Providence. 
It offered these politicians a pre-made 
narrative that could be easily digested by 
the American public: an all-American cattle 
rancher in danger of having his cattle taken 
by the federal government is suddenly given armed support by 
“patriots” from militia groups. Many politicians and political per-
sonalities hopped on the bandwagon, including Sen. Ted Cruz, 
former presidential candidate Rick Perry, Sen. Dean Heller of 
Nevada and Fox News personality Sean Hannity. All of this support 
came crashing down when a video of Bundy making disparaging 
remarks toward African-Americans was made public. He began 
the time-honored tradition of politicians backpedaling in order 
to avoid the backlash. In my opinion, there shouldn’t have been 
any support for him at all, and those in power and in the media 
who did are guilty of acting irresponsibly in order to gain support.
For those not in the know, Bundy owes the federal government 
$1 million in fees for having his cows illegally graze on federal-
ly owned land. Bundy has gone on record saying that he doesn’t 
recognize the federal government or its ownership of the land. A 
cursory glance of the Constitution shows that the Property Clause 
gives Congress the ownership of federal land. 
After repeated warnings, federal authorities were ready to seize 
Bundy’s cattle and have him pay for the round up. Soon enough, 
armed militia groups started arriving in Nevada to support him, 
causing tension and fear of harm among innocent government 
workers. A former sheriff working with the militias said that a “strat-
egy” they were considering was to put women and children in front 
of federal authorities who were planning to shoot. Because of the 
threat brought by these militias, the Bureau of Land Management 
has temporarily called off the round up. 
There really shouldn’t have been any support given to this man 
by any national figure with any sort of intelligence or integrity. The 
vast majority recognized Bundy for what he was, and knew not 
to try and score political points by aligning themselves with his 
supposed “struggle.” Sadly, some saw opportunity in the stringent 
anti-government rhetoric and decided to paint Bundy as some sort 
of grand patriot working with armed militias to protect the freedom 
of the common man. In reality, Cliven Bundy is only looking out 
for only his own interests and cloaks himself in false patriotism 
to disguise his self-serving agenda. He could have prevented this 
entire pointless struggle had he not let his cattle graze on govern-
ment land.
The militias working with him are paranoid, deplorable thugs 
willing to risk the lives of women and children before their own all 
in the name of anti-government lunacy. To act as though they were 
looking out for the freedom and liberty of all Americans is to either 
be purposely ignorant to reality or to have a seriously misconstrued 
concept of liberty. This is a country ruled by laws, not armed thugs 
ready to put their wives and children in front of hypothetical fire-
arms before themselves. Thinking that it is acceptable for armed 
militias to intimidate innocent government workers is foolish at 
best. Since Bundy welcomed the militias, those politicians who 
vocally supported Bundy support those militias by omission.
A serious lesson should be learned here: using political radi-
cals in order to gather possible good standing with the electorate 
is going to backfire and make the one doing it look foolish and 
irresponsible.
Kevan Hulligan is a junior political science major. Contact 
Kevan at hulligkx@dukes.jmu.edu.
Courtesy of MCt CaMPus
Cliven Bundy had multiple standoffs with federal officials.
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DeckeD out
What you need to wear this summer, page B2.
A funky family
the trongone Band turns a household of talent into a staple of the Richmond music scene
New recording studio in Harrisonburg offers in-home  musicians access to professional equipment
couRteSY oF ANDReW tRoNGoNe
kAtIe cARteR / coNtRIButING PHotoGRAPHeR
The Trongone Band performs this past January. The Trongone Band is made up of John, Johnny and Andrew Trongone, Matt Zavitz, Mark Ingraham and Ben Hite and will be performing in Harrisonburg on Saturday.
By Stephen proffitt
The Breeze
A blown rear tire on Interstate 95 in South Carolina this 
past weekend can’t stop The Trongone Band from getting to 
Harrisonburg.
A recently purchased white-panel van will carry them off of 
Exit 245 to headline the Shenandoah SpringFest at Three Broth-
ers Brewing this Saturday. 
“Back, ready to roll,” John Trongone joked after getting a new 
set of rubber Tuesday. “And we got the smell out!”
The new van denotes progression, a step up the band ladder, 
and an upgrade from a Toyota Tundra. According to the Rich-
mond-based band, they are on the right path, especially after 
being formally settled as a six-piece group for roughly two years.
John Trongone, 53, and his two sons, Johnny, 20, and Andrew, 
22, began the band as a trio around 2008. A blood-born three-
piece jam sesh has evolved into a “guitar-driven” six-piece force 
to be reckoned with. The band now includes Andrew Trongone 
on guitar and lead vocals, Johnny Trongone on drums and vocals, 
John Trongone on bass, Matt Zavitz on saxaphone, Mark Ingra-
ham on trumpet and Ben Hite on keys and vocals.
“I think it’s a huge advantage,” John said of the family roots. 
“Johnny and Andrew, they’re like Siamese twins. They know 
exactly where they’re going, all the time.”
Andrew met Zavitz when he transferred to Randolph-Macon 
College, just north of Richmond. Ingraham, already well known 
in the city’s rich music scene, joined last summer. Hite also came 
into the picture at an unforeseen point. Like any band, there’s no 
set formula, it just kind of happens.
“There’s something about it [the band] that makes people pret-
ty happy,” John said. 
Andrew describes the sound as if, ”... the [Grateful] Dead, 
[Widespread] Panic and Phish all had a baby.” 
If you look at many great bands, their catalysts for success were 
residencies in smokey, drunken rooms. Phish had Nectar’s in 
Burlington, Vt. The Grateful Dead had the Fillmore Auditorium. 
For the Trongone Band, they have Cary Street Cafe, in the heart 
of Richmond.
They play there every Thursday and haven’t missed a show 
in 72 straight weeks since December 2012, according to John. 
Andrew says they may have played hookie once or twice to catch 
Dark Star Orchestra, a Grateful Dead tribute band.
“[Playing at the cafe has] really helped us grow as a band and 
helped us to get tight as a six-piece and grow a fan base,” Andrew 
said.
Saturday won’t be their first time in the ‘Burg. They’re quite 
familiar with the town, having played at many private events 
here.
They recently played at the Gingerbread house on South Main 
Street, to a raucous crowd of nearly 80. Johnny remembers the 
warm afternoon being “absolutely ridiculous.” 
Playing in a yard laden with red cups and duck boots could get 
frustrating if you become background noise to a group of some-
times lackadaisical college students, could it not?
“It does get frustrating, but those events are great, man, 
because you go to a different city and play a frat party, a private 
event or whatever it may be, a bunch of kids are going to come 
out,” Johnny said. “Then the next time you go to that city and play 
a club, those kids are going to come out if they dug you.”
Andrew has been working hard writing original tunes, many 
of which will show up on Saturday at Shenandoah Springfest. 
The material, as described by Johnny, stays true to their sound 
— “funky and bluesy with a splash of soul.”
“Here’s the deal, Johnny and Andrew want to be professional 
musicians,” John said. “I’m just along for the ride. I provide sup-
port ... and make sure they’re alive.”
 The goal is to produce an original record, but growing as a 
band and developing a reputation for their live performances 
remain on the front burner. 
“Jerry [Garcia] from the [Grateful] Dead was like, ‘It always 
seems like you’re a year behind,’ and that’s kind of how it feels,” 
Johnny said. “You just kind of have to let it play out.” 
Recently, they hit the studio to record an original track to sub-
mit to “Rockn’ to Lockn’,” a regional competition featuring 16 
bands competing for the ultimate prize of playing at Septem-
ber’s second annual Lockn’ Music Festival in Nelson County, Va. 
Four groupings of four bands will compete over the course of 
the spring and attendees will vote on their favorite. The field will 
then be whittled down to the final four. Over the summer, those 
left will perform in front of officials from the festival to see who 
gets the slot. The Trongone Band hits the stage at the RVA The-
ater on May 9 for their round. 
“I think we’re a pretty solid fit for the festival,” Andrew said. 
“The sounds and the people they’re getting at the festival, I think 
we would be a really good fit. I’m pretty confident.” 
The Allman Brothers Band, Widespread Panic, Bob Weir & Rat-
dog, Phil Lesh & Friends, Keller Williams and Tom Petty are just 
a few names on this year’s Lockn’ lineup. 
“When I think where we were five years ago, begging to play 
places, and doing it for free or beer, but to be considered to be 
the regional selection for Virginia to go to Interlocken? It can’t 
get much better than that,” John said.
Whether it’s a frat yard or in front of 35,000 on a warm September 
afternoon at Lockn’, The Trongone Band is set to groove in stride. 
contact Stephen Proffitt at proffittjs@gmail.com.
“Here’s the deal, Johnny and Andrew 
want to be professional musicians. I’m 
just along for the ride. I provide support 
... and make sure they’re alive”
John trongone
bassist of The Trongone Band
South Main sounds
By Maggie graff
contributing writer
It’s no surprise that Harrisonburg is a gold mine for 
budding musical artists and talents. A town such as this 
seems an ideal location for a recording studio.
Blue Sprocket Sound, located off South Main Street, 
boasts high-quality recording and production equip-
ment ranging from analog tapes to pro tools.
The studio serves to cater audio 
and production services to anyone 
and everyone, allowing projects to 
be self-directed by the client based 
off their needs and goals, whether 
it’s accommodating a large choir or 
a rock band.
Inexpensive recording software 
that’s been made marketable and 
accessible to the public has resulted 
in a dent in commercial studios in the 
United States. People are more likely 
to create their own in-home studios 
now more than ever before.
The fact that Harrisonburg is the 
central location for music custom-
ers from Virginia, Maryland and 
Washington, D.C. encouraged Travis 
Whitmore and Chris Jackson, the co-
owners of Blue Sprocket, to start their 
business here.
“Everything has changed from the 
recording technology, to the way you purchase and 
consume music. That’s why we work closely with each 
and every client,” Whitmore said. “The Blue Sprock-
et Sound studio is here to partner with home studio 
owners, freelance engineers and producers to offer the 
studio space, gear rental and services for any aspect of 
any given project.”
Although it’s only been open for six months, Blue 
Sprocket Sounds has worked with numerous artists 
and projects, with no specific genre in mind. Notable 
recorded artists thus far include The Steel Wheels, The 
Dawn Drapes, The Judy Chops and Hook & Bullet.
“Chris Jackson is an incredibly talented audio engi-
neer and he did a beautiful job on our EP, ‘She,’ that 
we recently put out. The time and attention that was 
given to our project by Chris [Jackson] helped make the 
record a huge success,” Mike Sanzo of The Dawn Drapes 
said. “I would like to encourage everyone to get out into 
the music scene of downtown Harrisonburg. The city 
is growing right in front of everyone 
and there’s so much music to see and 
experience.”
Other members of the community 
are also involved in the studio. Alan 
Sites, a senior integrated science and 
technology major, has been helping 
out with promotion, bringing in art-
ists and profit maximization since 
construction started around this time 
last year.
“Music production has always fasci-
nated me and I wanted to learn how an 
actual, professional recording studio 
operated. Both Travis and Chris are 
great guys with a lot to offer in terms of 
music industry knowledge,” Sites said. 
“They are very fair and easy to work 
with, and provide great potential for 
our area.”
The studio is constantly scouting for 
more artists to promote and is eager to 
support any artist or band in their musical endeavors.
“People should check it out and spread the word to 
any music types they may know,” Sites said. “I would 
suggest for people to fully support them [bands] by 
coming out to their events and [by] spreading the 
word to help put Harrisonburg on the map as the 
great music community that it is.”
contact Maggie Graff at 
graffme@dukes.jmu.edu.
“the Blue Sprocket 
Sound studio is 
here to partner with 
home studio owners, 
freelance engineers 
and producers to offer 
the studio space, gear 
rental and services 
for any aspect of 
any given project”
travis Whitmore
co-owner of Blue 
Sprocket Sound
Travis Whitmore adjusts a sound board in a studio at Blue Sprocket Sound. The studio offers 
high-quality gear so that artists can have a sharp sound while still being true to themselves.
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By BREANNA GARRETT
The Breeze
I don’t know about you, but I’m wishing for some warmer weather. 
Seems like this year the seasons are just not ready to show up on time, 
but nothing can take us away from summer styles. With summer right 
around the corner and spring already here, it looks like urban-American 
culture will be the craze this summer. High-waisted shorts, crop tops 
and rib tanks are the way to go; and don’t forget about accessories like 
eccentric bondage rings. While most of us look for unique styles, the 
truth is we’ve all been set back in time — fashion trends today are a blast 
from the past.
Style that sizzles
Top five fashion trends for your summer
FEST | ‘It’s also going to help Three 
Brothers continue to build their name’
from front
will also benefit from the festival.
“We wanted to choose stuff that was going to be appealing to students,” Rassmussen said. “But like Bryan Ellijah Smith 
and the Wild Hearts, he has a really big following locally. So this isn’t just for JMU students, but for the community as well.”
They also hope the festival will start to bring similar bands to Harrisonburg.
 “This is not only going to help the community in terms of charity,” Reed said. “It’s also going to help Three Brothers con-
tinue to build their name.”
The group raised all the money to put on the event on their own by putting on smaller shows, basketball cleanups and sell-
ing grilled cheese sandwiches. They have also relied on the help of the community to make the festival happen. Everyone 
involved is donating something, whether it’s money or their time.
Three Brothers Brewing has not only provided the venue for the show; they will also be covering most of the bands’ expenses. 
The bands also have given a discount to Three Brothers Brewing for their performances.
Vendors will be providing meals for the musicians and the group themselves will be housing them. This leaves the class 
to cover marketing and logistics. Much of the equipment has been loaned to the group through connections they’ve made 
while organizing various other events. They estimate that if all of these donations had not been offered, the class would have 
had to paid $5,000 or more.
These donations have driven the ticket prices down to $3 in advance and $5 at the door. The festival will take place at 
Three Brothers Brewing on Saturday, May 3 from noon to 9 p.m. The lineup consists of The Trongone Band, Bryan Elijah 
Smith and the Wild Hearts, and Big Leg Emma. 
CONTACT Lauren Hunt at breezearts@gmail.com.
1. Bondage Rings
While the name doesn’t sound 
so pleasant, these double-ring 
attachments are absolutely 
exquisite. Some call them bondage 
rings, but a better description would 
simply be ring sets. Normally they 
come in groups of two to eight rings 
that fit the finger just right. You can 
layer them with shiny cuffs or even 
faux chain necklaces. 
5. Canvas Sneakers
The majority of us may have already owned a pair of classic 
converse sneakers, but this year we’re ditching the year-
round combat boots for some canvas sneakers. These 
sneakers are fairly similar to vans and keds, but their solid 
foundation and simplicity are their best qualities, even with 
crazy designs. 
2. High-waisted Shorts
Reminiscent of pinup girl style in the ’50s, high-
waisted shorts are making a comeback. As history 
seems to be repeating itself, anyone can pull off 
high-waisted shorts with a creative sense of style. 
In your spare time, find an old pair of high-waisted 
jeans and do it yourself! You can easily ombre your 
shorts, grab a cute tank or crop top and be on your 
way. 
3. Crop Tops
As the days go on, crop tops are getting more 
ingenious. There’s absolutely no shame in showing 
some skin, as long as it’s a crop top. Whether they’re 
long or short sleeve, you can style crop tops for any 
season. Wear some leggings or those high-waisted 
shorts you made, and strike a pose!
4. Rib Tanks for Men
I know what you’re all thinking, what do I know about men’s 
fashion? I may not know a man’s style, but I do know a 
woman’s taste, and rib tanks are in. Men, the ladies absolutely 
love a nice ribbed quality tank that shows stamina and 
strength. Throw on some taper fit khakis or some original 
denim jeans and you have yourself a winner.
So there you have it! The top five must-haves to prepare you 
for the (hopefully) warmer weather. So put away the Uggs and 
rain boots and get ready to try these hot styles.
Breanna Garrett is a senior writing, rhetoric and technical communication major. Contact 
her at garretbd@dukes.jmu.edu.
1. “Drop” by Thee O Sees
2. “Shattered Circles” by Ex-Cult
3. “Everyday Robots” by Damon Albarn
4. “Year of the Monkey” by Sufjan Stevens
5. “Judas” by Wheelie
6. “Don’t Trip On the Glitter” by Amy 
Lynn & The Gunshow
7. “Not Getting Any Younger” by Peni-
cillin Baby
8. “Diamond” by DOE EYE
9. “Don’t Wanna Dance” by MØ
10. “The Soundmaker” by Rodrigo Y 
Gabriela
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We’re putting another year in the 
books, or in this case, the paper. Class-
es have been skipped, and stomachs 
malnourished with greasy meals and 
copious amounts of Greenberry’s coffee. 
In no way do we want a pat on the back 
or accreditation. That is not what we’re 
here for. We’re here for you. 
Everyone here, myself included, puts 
school work on the back burner in order 
to complete “Breeze work.” From a writ-
er’s standpoint, maybe it’s attributed to 
procrastination. Maybe it’s actually a lot 
to juggle, at least that’s what I tell myself. 
The setting on production day inside 
our office can be hectic. Tucked beneath 
Anthony-Seeger Auditorium, where 
some of you may currently be snoozing 
through a horrid general education class, 
editors click and type 
away on our Mac 
computers. Wheth-
er it’s 85 degrees and 
sunny or 47 and wet, 
like it was yesterday, 
weather can’t stop 
us from providing 
the news.  
In sports, a lot has 
happened since our first issue back in 
late August. While this statement fits the 
annual mold of reflection, this year failed 
to hold the extra sauce. 
Before a promising basketball season 
even got going, we were covering the 
15-game suspension of the team’s best 
player, Andre Nation. Some may think 
this is great for journalism, but is it? If 
you’re elated with negativity, don’t bring 
it to journalism. 
These woes didn’t stop there as I 
entered the Daskalakis Athletic Center 
in Philadelphia in early February before 
the Dukes took on Drexel University and 
found myself asking, “Where’s Andre?” 
He wasn’t there for personal reasons. 
Weeks later, he was suspended indefi-
nitely for failure to comply with academic 
standards. The saga continued. 
Following the end of a meek season, 
sophomore guard and leading scorer 
Charles Cooke, alongside sophomore 
forward Taylor Bessick and freshman 
forward Tom Rivard, declared they 
were transferring out of the basketball 
program. 
At the sports desk, we also watched 
Harrisonburg staple Mickey Matthews sit 
at his final press conference in Novem-
ber atop the sixth floor at Bridgeforth 
Stadium. He was fired nine days later, 
ending a tremendous era.
Then JMU hired Everett Withers on a 
Friday evening, arguably the worst time 
to receive any media coverage. Were they 
aiming for that? I doubt it, but nonethe-
less it left some of us scratching our 
heads yet again. 
Wayne Epps Jr., our devoted, beloved 
veteran sports editor and women’s bas-
ketball beat writer, traveled to College 
Station, Texas in March to cover head 
coach Kenny Brooks and the women’s 
basketball team in the NCAA tourna-
ment. He was given the opportunity as 
a student reporter to travel to a large 
media stage and partake in the cover-
age. Trust me, it’s a great feeling. 
We said goodbye to Hayley Thomp-
son, who served as a great sports editor 
over the past year. Her devotion to Pin-
trest, home-cooked meals and columns 
on guy trouble brought some much-
needed diversity to a field plagued by 
testosterone. We will miss her, but Drew 
Crane simply scooted his rolling chair 
over from his spot as a copy editor, tak-
ing over sports across from Epps. 
We were occasionally jabbed and 
denounced by coaches and play-
ers, asked how many times a week we 
print as if two is a joke. We don’t want 
sympathy. Honestly, these awkward 
interactions turn into familiar farce as 
time goes on. 
Simply said, we’re here to provide 
you with content twice a week, for two 
semesters, 55 issues. While you may crit-
icize the nature of the content, refrain 
from castigating hard work by saying 
things like ‘Oh, too much scrutiny placed 
on lack of diversity’ or ‘You only print lib-
eral viewpoints.’ 
We’re all students under one institu-
tion of higher learning. Bringing each 
other down would negate our ultimate 
goal of growth. Sincerely, my greatest 
hope is that you were entertained and 
intrigued by our content this year. We’re 
not out to scathe anyone. We’re here to 
tell a story. 
So as you don a cap and gown come 
May 10 or return home counting the days 
until fall semester, all of us at The Breeze 
wish you success and bliss in your sum-
mer endeavors. Stay true to yourself and 
read on, JMU. 
 There’s no I in The Breeze. 
Stephen Proffitt is a junior media arts 
and design major. Contact Stephen at 
proffittjs@gmail.com.
Farewell 
for now 
Eventful JMU sports 
year coming to a close
stEphEn proffitt   
estimated proffitt
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‘Chosen for this’
Coach’s career milestone highlights more than just success on the 
By stEphEn proffitt 
The Breeze
What does Spanky McFarland do the day after notching 
his 500th win as the JMU head baseball coach? 
“He comes home and mows [grass] in the rain,” he said 
Monday. “I got it done. It started raining right when I started 
mowing and I just kept going. Had to get it done.”
Simplicity reigns for the New Carlisle, Ohio native, who 
was just trying to get some yard work in before embarking 
on two road trips this week. 
Sunday at Towson University, the Dukes pulled out a 3-2 
win over the Tigers after redshirt senior first baseman Matt 
Tenaglia homered in the top of the 11th inning. The win gave 
McFarland 500 wins in his 17-year career at the helm of JMU. 
His first win came back on Feb. 14, 1998. 
“To be honest, I forgot all about it,” McFarland said of the 
500 wins. “This is an occupation where you always are looking 
at the next game, the next pitch, the next inning. It’s nonstop.”
Monday was a day off for the team, which won only its 
second series of the season over the weekend. On a rainy 
afternoon, the maze of offices inside Memorial Hall was 
quiet. Players were on hand earlier in the day for a compli-
ance meeting, but were free to spend a damp afternoon at 
home before hitting the road again Tuesday. 
Volunteer assistant coach Jason Kuhn was spotted in his 
office across the hallway from McFarland’s 1161 post. Kuhn, 
dressed in work boots and a ripped pair of grass-stained 
jeans, played under McFarland from 2006-10 before joining 
the coaching staff in August 2012. 
“It’s been constant since day one,” Kuhn said of McFar-
land’s evolution. “Every year, constantly learning something 
new. As a player you don’t see it that much but being on the 
coaching staff, you see it year to year. He’s constantly geared 
toward making our players better and that shows as a reflec-
tion with the amount of wins he has.”
McFarland’s son, senior third baseman Ty McFarland, was 
found walking alongside Grace Street and reflected on Sun-
day’s commemorative win. 
“To play in the same game as my dad’s 500th win is a 
huge honor,” he said. “I didn’t know where he was at with 
his wins so when we won the 499th win and I saw the 
tweet, it was pretty cool knowing we were playing for his 
500th win, and to do it in extra innings was even better.”
see spanky, page B5 
By kathalEEn maniatakis 
The Breeze
This time last spring, the No. 2-seed-
ed JMU lacrosse team took a blow 
when it lost 6-4 against No. 3 Hofs-
tra University in the Colonial Athletic 
Association’s women’s lacrosse cham-
pionship semifinals. The loss snapped 
the Dukes’ streak of appearances in 
the championship final at three and 
ended their chance at a 2013 NCAA 
tournament berth. 
“With us losing in the semifinal 
game last year, we’re not going to take 
that game for granted this season,” 
JMU head coach Shelley Klaes-Baw-
combe said. 
Come Friday in Williamsburg the 
again second-seeded JMU will have 
another chance to earn a spot back in 
the CAA women’s lacrosse title game 
as it takes on the third-seeded Uni-
versity of Delaware in the tournament 
semifinals. 
However, JMU isn’t the only team 
seeking redemption. 
Last season, the Blue Hens’ fate was 
left to the outcome of a tie-breaking 
contest between fellow league mem-
bers Drexel University and the College 
of William & Mary. It was a loss that 
left them empty-handed and out of the 
CAA tournament. 
“There’s no doubt it’s a tough pill to 
swallow,” Blue Hen’s head coach Kat-
eri Linville said. “It created a burning 
desire to want to be in control of our 
destiny.” 
It’s been five years since the Blue 
Hens have attended the CAA tourna-
ment. Their last appearance was an 
8-7 loss to Towson University in the 
championship game. Coincidentally, 
that game was held in the same loca-
tion as this year’s tournament, the 
campus of William & Mary. 
“We’ve worked so hard this summer;
see laX, page B5 
lacrossE (10-6)
Looking for redemption
JMU preparing for CAA tournament matchup with Delaware
Matt SChMaChtenberg / the breeze
Freshman midfielder Leah Monticello scored six goals off the bench this year.
We bid adieu
But follow us on twitter 
@theBreezesports for summer updates.
breeze file photo
graphiCS by blair roSen / the breeze
Head baseball coach Spanky McFarland picked up his 500th JMU win Sunday. 
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His father, a man known for his genuine personality and the 
occasional pinch of tobacco, would not have wanted the win to 
be blown out of proportion. 
 “We thought about throwing some Gatorade on him, but we 
figured it’d be a long ride back to Harrisonburg,” Ty said. 
McFarland conferred that he would’ve taken it in stride, but 
noted it would’ve become a mess, especially with a multi-hour 
bus ride ahead of them. 
“On the way home on the bus, I must’ve gotten 30 or 40 texts or 
emails from former players or former assistant coaches,” McFar-
land said. “That part of it was fun. It made me think a little about 
how they’re doing, some of the stuff I taught them while they were 
here.”
McFarland prides himself more on his capacity to look out for 
the well being and success of others than on his wins and losses.
“A very few of these kids are ever going to make a living playing 
baseball,” McFarland said. 
According to McFarland, If you focus on the handful of stars that 
lie in the depths of a roster, you ultimately neglect the other 27 or 
so that make up a team. No matter the path, it’s about the details.
“Learn how to practice, learn how to prepare, all of that will help 
them in life,” McFarland said. “Focus on their studies, be good 
people, do community service, all of that stuff in the long run is 
more important than wins and losses.”
Over his 17 years as head coach, he’s served as a mentor on 
and off the field for hundreds of players who have come through 
the program. Some of them paid respect to him with messages of 
congratulations Sunday, but yet again, McFarland didn’t want the 
focus to be on himself. 
“I kind of feel like I was chosen for this career,” he said. “I feel 
like I’m a teacher more than a coach and I feel like my classroom 
is just the baseball field.” 
Some coaches try and relate to their young band of players. 
McFarland sheds wisdom through his soft-spoken words, but argu-
ably teaches more through his actions. 
While 2014 (15-26, 6-8 Colonial Athletic Association) hasn’t been 
what they hoped it to be, Sunday showed the program that even 
faced with trouble, they always have a rock in McFarland to lean 
on. 
“I get tired of the adversity sometimes but then I think maybe 
I’m supposed to be the guy in charge during these times,” McFar-
land said. “I’m proud of what I’ve accomplished in 17 years.”
In his career he’s led 13 teams to NCAA tournament play and 
coached 65 pitchers to professional contracts, 11 of whom reached 
the majors. While the accolades abound, it’s the intangible char-
acteristics that make someone a leader. 
“I think he’s always thought of his players first,” Ty said. “I think 
he always wants to get us better as people and players and that’s 
always been his main priority.”
As McFarland mentioned, only a select few will lead lives earn-
ing money through baseball, so it’s his job to incorporate what it 
takes to be a respectable citizen in supplement to being a fine-
tuned baseball player. 
“We’re all men first and baseball players second and that’s what 
he tries to establish as a coach,” Ty said. 
McFarland won’t say when his time here will end, but says he’ll 
know it when it comes. 
“I feel like this is where I’m supposed to be right now,” McFar-
land said. “And if that changes, it changes. I move on. You always 
work at your job like you’ll be there for the rest of your life.”
And if you weren’t sold on his humility by this point, McFarland 
said “there’s value in the 440 losses.” 
COnTaCT Stephen Proffitt at proffittjs@gmail.com.
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growing and becoming a better team,” 
Linville said. “We’ve become more 
multi-dimensional through reading 
each other’s strengths and playing 
together as a unit. We’ve added depth 
and diversified our skill sets by adding 
new weapons.”
Both JMU and Delaware ended 
the 2014 regular-season boasting 10-6 
overall records. In conference play, the 
Dukes went 4-1 while the Blue Hens 
were 3-2. 
In early April, both teams came 
together in what would become a bat-
tle in Newark, Del. The Dukes and Blue 
Hens spent both halves trading blows, 
and there were six ties in the game. 
Once JMU secured a lead of 8-7 with 
16:43 left in regulation, it would hold 
on to win 11-9.
That night, JMU ended Delaware’s 
10-game home winning streak by con-
trolling the draw 15 times to Delaware’s 
six, and out shooting the Blue Hens, 
23-19. 
Since joining the CAA in 2001, Del-
aware has only beaten JMU in three 
of their 14 meetings. In 2007, the two 
teams faced off in the CAA Champion-
ship semifinal where JMU walked away 
with a 15-13 win. 
“To beat a team twice in a single sea-
son is very difficult,” Klaes-Bawcombe 
said. “It’s going to be about keeping 
composure.” 
The weekend’s clash of the two young 
squads will be highlighted by some of 
the conference’s most talented scorers. 
Delaware’s sophomore attacker 
Casey Lyons leads the Blue Hens with 55 
total points off of a team-high 35 goals 
and 20 assists. Supported by fellow 
sophomore attacker Shannon Hawley 
and junior midfielder Caitlin McCart-
ney, who have found the back of the net 
for a combined 71 times, the Blue Hens 
have plenty of offensive weapons look-
ing to score. 
Nevertheless, there is one factor that 
will ultimately decide the contest: the 
draw control. 
JMU has almost mastered the draw 
control behind the quick hands of 
senior defender and draw specialist, 
Abby Hendrix, accompanied by junior 
attacker Stephanie Finley’s speed. The 
dynamic duo has been so successful 
that Finley was able to break the sin-
gle-season record for draw controls, 
snatching 57 of them. 
“The draw is such a huge stat in our 
game,” Klaes-Bawcombe said. “It’s a 
possession game.” 
After a two-week hiatus, the Dukes 
are ready for tournament play. 
“We’re peaking at the right time,” 
redshirt senior attacker Megan Piotro-
wicz said. “We’re hungry. Everyone has 
been pushing each other through every 
practice.”
Friday’s game will take place in the 
Martin Family Stadium at Albert-Daly 
Field in Williamsburg. The opening 
draw is at 7:30 p.m. 
The winner of the meeting will move 
on to face the victor of Friday’s match-
up between No. 1-seed Towson and 
No. 4 Hofstra. The CAA Championship 
match will be held Sunday at 1 p.m. 
COnTaCT Kathaleen Maniatakis 
at maniatkr@dukes.jmu.edu.
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Conference USA, evaluated Birdsong on film from 
the Dukes’ 2013 game at the University of Akron. 
Akron was the only FBS team JMU played last year, 
but Marshall liked what it saw.
Birdsong was 29-42 passing for 310 yards, three 
touchdowns and one interception in JMU’s 35-33 
loss to the Zips.
“They watched that game, and they were really 
impressed,” Birdsong said. “And as soon as they saw 
that, they said, that’s when it all started.”
Current Marshall players and coaches can’t 
comment on Birdsong’s decision until he officially 
enrolls later this month. But Birdsong said the Herd 
appealed to him because of their FBS status, the fact 
that they’re in Conference USA and that they have a 
pass-oriented offense that gives the quarterback the 
autonomy to make changes to the play calls.
“It’s explosive, it’s exciting and there’s a lot of con-
trol,” Birdsong said. “And, like I said, the quarterback 
has a lot of control out there with that offense. And 
that’s what I want, I want to be in control. I want 
to be able to have this opportunity to put my team 
in the right situation on the field, with what I see.”
Birdsong will redshirt this season while sitting out 
under NCAA transfer rules. After that, he’ll have two 
years of eligibility left to play.
This year, Marshall will be led at quarterback by 
three-year starter, senior Rakeem Cato. Cato is a 
potential Heisman Trophy candidate this year, after 
throwing for 3,916 yards, 39 touchdowns and nine 
interceptions last season.
Marshall had the 20th-ranked pass offense in the 
FBS last season, throwing for 294.4 yards per game 
while going 10-4 overall and 7-1 in Conference USA. 
The Herd also ended the season with a win over the 
University of Maryland in the Military Bowl.
Behind Cato at quarterback is a true freshman, 
a redshirt freshman and a redshirt sophomore; all 
have never played in a game. With Cato likely gone 
in 2015 after his senior season, Birdsong will have a 
chance to compete for the starting job.
“I feel pretty confident,” Birdsong said of his 
chances at quarterback with the Herd. “If I didn’t, 
I wouldn’t have chosen them. Because I’m trans-
ferring for football, and football’s my number one 
objective and I want to play.”
Just days after finals finish at JMU, Birdsong will 
leave for Marshall to start taking summer classes, 
and to workout with and get to know his new team-
mates. Creating those relationships is what he said 
he’s looking forward to most right now.
“I had a great bond with my teammates here at 
JMU, and I just really want to get up there for the 
summertime and establish that with those guys up 
there,” Birdsong said. “I got a pretty decent feel for 
them in the two days I was around them [last week-
end], and there’s some good guys up there … that 
I’m going to be privileged to work with and to throw 
with and everything. So I just want to get up there 
and get my Marshall life rolling.”
Birdsong’s former teammates weren’t made avail-
able to comment on the transfer, and head coach 
Everett Withers won’t comment further on Birdsong, 
as he is participating in JMU’s Coaches Caravan tour 
around Virginia and Maryland.
But those teammates are what Birdsong said he’s 
going to miss most about being a part of the JMU 
football program.
“Those are my brothers, those are the boys I’ve 
worked my butt off with for the last two years try-
ing to build something special here,” Birdsong 
said. “And I’m definitely going to miss that the 
most, being around those guys day in and day 
out and everything. And then JMU as a whole is 
a great school, it’s hard to beat this place right 
here. And it’s going to be tough walking out of 
here. I’m going to have some days where I may 
wish I was back. But hopefully those days come 
quick and leave early.”
COnTaCT Wayne Epps Jr. at 
breezesports@gmail.com.
BiRdSOng | Will miss team the most
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HERE IN AUGUST
On Sale
May 1st
Buy Tickets Online: www.rockinghamcountyfair.com
OLD CROW MEDICINE SHOW:
Live at the Rockingham County Fair Aug. 14 th
Buy Tickets at www.rockinghamcountyfair.com
Starting May 1st,  2014
Ticket Prices:  $20, $25, $35, $40
     BEER GARDEN • CONCESSIONS
(888) 71-TICKETS
rockinghamcountyfair.com
S. Valley Pike • Harrisonburg, VA
www.rockinghamcountyfair.com
Aug. 14th
Classifieds
 
Room available aSaP 
in Stone Gate, email graef-
fat@dukes.jmu.edu for de-
tails!
RePutation 
management - 
Your Online and Mobile 
ReputationMatters. 
888.737.8922
online backuP - Easy 
Secure Automatic for your 
files 888.737-8922
thRee Dilonghi elec. 
SPace heateRS. Exel. 
cond. $25.00 ea. 833-2610. 
maSSanutten home 
foR Rent. Contact Moun-
tain Valley Mangement/
Steve Stein 
ShaDeS of Shay Air-
brush Tanning Discounts for 
JMU! Facebook: Shadesof-
ShayTanning 410-571-4571 
DevonShiRe village 
townhomeS! Walk/bike to 
campus. Available 2014-
2015. 410-370-5822
3 beDRoom house for rent 
Devon Lane. 1min to Cam-
pus! 240-388-5507
maRketing woRk. pays 
$500. 240.388.5507
Dog-owneRS!Happy 
Hounds Doggie Daycare now 
open. 540-560-8530 www.
happyhoundcompound.com 
clean, quiet female 
roommate wanted to share 
3 bdrm house
eXtReme eneRgy! Try 
Purple Tiger Gone Wild! 
Call,text 1-540-280-5458 
SummeR14 Sublet 1BED-
ROOM 328 Old S High Street 
$250 foggjj@dukes.jmu.edu
foR Sale: Polished Pine 
Living Room Suite, $150.00, 
383-8518
aSPenheightS Room 
foR Sublet: $549mo ne 
nejatax@dukes.jmu.edu for 
more info
SummeR’14 early as May. 
1BR1BA North 38 $475/mo. 
contact richa3jm@dukes.
jmu.edu 
violin, viola, cello. 
Bows and strings. 540-842-
2444
SelneR t500 tenoR 
saxsphone excellent condi-
tion $ 900.00 540-820-
5959 
live & woRk on the 
beach! Make over 10k and 
have the Summer of your 
life. Apply today @ www.
MyTelescopePictures.com 
(Sleepy, Unmotivated, or 
Minimum Wage preferring 
students need not apply) 
2008.5 mazaDaSPeeD3 
gt 71,000, Red, perfor-
mance modifications, 
$13,500, 540-249-2499
SPRing’15 Sublet NEED-
ED for UNIVERSITY FIELDS 
$350/mo. interested? email 
dejanags@dukes.jmu.edu 
Madison Marketplace
Support these local businesses
Madison
Munchies
eDucation StuDent 
willing to helP at a 
small daycare call:908-310-
8611(Harrisonburg) 
fuRniSheD 
efficiency,Dayton,$600 
month/month,utilities in-
cluded, 540-246-1290
4 bDR townhouSe near 
JMU for sale. Nice. Call 578-
2901 
camDen towneS 4 beD-
Room $800 rent/$800 se-
curity deposit 578-2901 
maSSanutten home 
foR Rent. Contact Moun-
tain Valley Mangement/
Steve Stein 
3bD3ba RenovateD 
faRmhouSe for rent W 
Bruce St $1450 301-848-
8929 
convenient anD af-
foRDable eyecaRe. Call 
today to schedule exam 
(540)568-2061
L’ talia
L’ltalia
RESTAURANT & BAR Open 29 years
540.433.0961815 E. Market St. 
www.litalia-restaurant.com(across from Sheetz)
Come join us on Saturday, May 3rd 
for a seminar hosted by
 Rev. Dr. Art Lindsley formerly of C.S. Lewis Institute 
Registration @ 8:30 am
Program @ 9:00 am – Noon
$10 per person, $ 15 per couple 
Check/Cash paid at registration
Seating is limited.
Reservations are required to assure your seat. 
 Please go to www.epcelkton.org 
to make your reservation.
Evangelical Presbyterian Church
2580 Panorama Drive, Elkton
540-298-2120
-C.S. Lewis, Obstacles to Faith-
-If There is a God, Why Evil?-
the ONLY club in the area...
just 35 minutes away!
Gentleman’s Club
Matthias, WV 304.897.8200 paradisecitygentlemensclub.com
This 
ad space 
could be 
yours!
Your ad here!
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